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大范围重点预测 
独立写作版–180622 发布 

针对 2018/07/07&2018/07/08 考试 

 

【独立写作出题规律】 

小站教研团队对 2017 年全年独立写作题进行整理分析后，总结出如下出题规律： 

 2017 年独立写作新旧题比例为 6:4，新题居多。2017 年之前独立写作大量重复旧题的情

况已经成为了过去式。大量出现的新题，不管是在难度上还是在话题的新颖度上都有所提

升。 

 2017 年的 16 道独立写作旧题主要重复 2014-2016 年的题目。但与口语、综合写作部分

大量重复去年的题目不同的是，独立写作旧题大量重复 2014 年的考题，其次才是去年的考

题。但共同之处在于，3 年以前的题目，重复考查的概率极小。 

 从题材来看，教育类依然是独立写作最高配话题，共出现 13 次，占 33%。其余话题出现

的频次都不高，比例较为平均，占 5%-12%不等。 

 根据 2017 的趋势可以预测出，2018 年独立写作依然以新题居多，但旧题也会保持一定的

比例，尤其是加场考试很有可能会重复往年的旧题，所以机经依然可以作为复习材料使用。

教育类话题热度不减，是广大考生应该重点准备的话题，其他话题的频次相对较低，但考

生在复习时也应当积累一些相关素材。 

 

【2018 年 7 月托福考试】 

2018 年 7 月托福考试考前备考复习攻略【点击进入】  

新 TPO1-54 托福模考软件免费下载【点击进入】 

 

 

 

 

扫码下载 

小站托福 APP 

业内第 1托福备考神器 
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微信公众号：小站托福机经 
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独立写作 

Independent writing - W2 

编号 场次 类别 编号 场次 类别 

1 150110CN Education 41 170304CN(new) Activity 

2 150111CN Society 42 170423CN(new) Activity 

3 170225CN(new) Value 

 

43 140621CN Education 

4 170506CN(new) Value 44 170520CN(new) Education 

5 150307CN Education 45 160702CN(new) Friend 

6 150314CN Value 46 160716CN(new) Education 

7 150328CN Work 47 170715CN(new) Education 

8 150412CN Government 48 160910CN(下午) Society 

9 150418CN Value 49 141018CN Media 

10 150516CN Media 50 141026CN Society 

11 170702CN(new) Education 51 141102CN Value 

12 161217CN Education 52 141109CN Society 

13 150613CN Value 53 141213CN Education 

14 151129CN Friend 54 170715CN(下午) Society 

15 170708CN(new) Society 55 141206CN Value 

16 150712CN Education 56 141214CN Society 

17 170916CN(new) Activity 57 151212CN(new) Environment 

18 150830CN Education 58 170827CN(new) 
Media 

19 150905CN Government 59 170909CN(new) 
Education 

20 160311CN(new) Education 60 170701CN(new) 
Environment 

21 150917CN Family 61 170917CN(new) 
Education 

22 170401CN(new) Friend 62 170513CN(new) 
Education 

23 170415CN(new) Friend 63 170603CN(new) 
Society 

24 151031CN Education 64 170610CN(new) 
Value 

25 151108CN Activity 65 170625CN(new) 
Work 

26 151115CN Society 66 171028CN(new) 
Media 

27 151128CN Government 67 161211CN(new) Government 
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28 170114CN(new) Education 68 160109CN(new) Education 

29 151220CN Health 69 160703CN(new) Value 

30 160313CN(new) Education 70 160227CN(new) Education 

31 160528CN(new) Value 71 150509CN(new) Education 

32 150116NA Education 72 160319CN(new) Activity 

33 150606NA Society 73 160910CN(new) Education 

34 170924CN(new) Education 74 160625CN(new) Environment 

35 151114CN(new) Education 75 160709CN(new) Work 

36 161015CN(new) Government 76 160820CN(new) Value 

37 140301CN Friend 77 161105CN(new) Education 

38 170218CN(new) Education 78 161210CN(new) Society 

39 160618CN(new) People 79 161022CN(new) Activity 

40 150704CN Education 80 161029CN(new) Value 

 

2017 年重点题 

170924CN (new) 

The university has provided students who are going to enter university with two 

summer vocation grograms. Which one do you think is better for students? 

1) Take some college courses in advance.  

e.g. some courses that are related to students' major.  

2) Visit some history museums or historical relics.  

 

170225CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree: The way people dresses is a good indication of his or her 

personality or character. 

170506CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree: It is impossible to always be completely honest with your 

friends? 

170702CN (new) 

A city wants to help teachers of its high school students (age14-18) improve their 

teaching. It is considering two plans: 
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1. Choose a small group of excellent teachers; these teachers will attend a class led by 

an expert for additional training in how to teach effectively, and they will then come 

back to their schools and provide that training for other teachers in school. 

2. Provide additional training in teaching effectively for high school teachers, using 

online material that each teacher will study individually. 

170708CN (new) 

Some people think that we should keep away from others to improve our relationship, 

because being away from people reminds us of how important they are. Others think 

we should always stay with others to have good relationship because we can 

communicate with them more often. What do you think? 

170916CN (new) 

Children rely too much on the technology, like computers, smart phones, video games 

for fun and entertainment. Playing simpler toys or playing outside with friends would 

be better for children’s development. 

170401CN (new) 

You have long been friend with someone. If they do something that you don’t like , 

should you still be friends with him or her？ 

170415CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement. It is better to make friends with 

intelligent people than with the people who have a good sense of humor. 

170715CN(下午)(new) 

Do you prefer watching TV programmes for knowledge or just for entertainment? 

170114CN(new) 

As a student of university that has a long break between university semesters, the 

university requires all students to do one of the following for one month during the 

break: 

1、Students must take a course on the subject that has no direct connection to their 

majors of study ( For example, a student majoring in engineering may take course in 

fine arts or social science.) 

http://top.zhan.com/?bianjiziliao
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2、Students must volunteer to work in the university’s city or their hometowns to 

improve some aspects of life of the city or their own town. (For example, students may 

help local primary school children with their homework.) 

Which one do you think is more beneficial for students in their university? Why? 

Given detailed examples and reasons. Use your OWN words, do NOT use memorized 

examples. 

 

170218CN(new) 

Sometimes we are assigned to work in a group on a project. Do you agree or disagree 

with the following statement? The group will be helped more by person who will be 

willing to do what other group members want than by person who often strongly 

insists that things should be done in a way that is different from what the group wants 

to do. 

 

170304CN(new) 

Nowadays, many movies or films are based on books. Some people prefer to read the 

original book before they watch the movie, other prefer to watch the movie before 

reading the book. Which one do you prefer? 

 

170423CN(new) 
Some young people are free in the evenings or have days off at school, which way can 

bring them the most benefit? 

1、to accumulate work experience by a part-time job or volunteering in a community 

2、learning to play a sport 

3、learning to play a musical instrument 

 

170520CN(new) 

At some universities, students take part in making decisions about the issues that 

affect daily life of everyone on campus, such as how many hours that the libraries 

should be open each day or what kinds of food should be served in the cafeteria. But 

at some universities, experts are hired to make this decisions, students almost never 

involved. Which approach do you prefer and why.                                  

170715(上午)CN(new) 
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Students aged 13-18 are taught different subjects by different teachers while younger 

students are taught by only one teacher all day long. Some people suggest it would 

benefit young students to be taught by different teachers. Do you agree with this view? 

Why or why not? 

170827CN(new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement : Sometimes people think 

nowadays the media (TV, newspaper, Internet) are less concerned about the accuracy 

of news than in the past, and the incorrect information may cause more problem to 

the public. 

 

170909CN(new) 

Your friends have the opportunity to choose either one of two types of majors (fields 

of study), which one of the following two majors do you think is a better choice, and 

why? 

1. A major that would allow him to finish years of study and get a degree sooner (so 

that he would begin to work full-time quickly). 

2. A major that requires many years of study that would provide him with more 

employment opportunities and offers in the future. 

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. Be sure to use your own 

words. Do not memorize some certain examples. 

170701CN(new) 

If people want to contribute to the society, which of the following is the best way? 

1. riding bicycle or walking on foot 

2. recycling the waste 

3. buy local organic food 

 

170917CN(new) 

School teachers have found that this year more and more students copy homework 

from others, which one of the following choices is the best way to reduce this 

phenomenon?  

1. parents shoud supervise their children's study and homework and sigh their names 

to prove that their children do not cheat.  

2. teachers should punish those children who copy homework from others.  
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3. teachers should assign homework that can not be easily copied. 

 

170513CN(new) 

Which one of the following values is the most important to share with a young 

child(5-10 years old)? 

1.being helpful  

2.Being honest 

3.Being well organized 

 

170603CN(new) 

Do you agree that people easily learn from the friends beside them?   

170610CN(new) 

Some people like to buy and eat their meals at restaurants frequently, while others like 

to do this at home. Which do you prefer? Why? 

170625CN(new) 

Do you agree that it is better to work for business owned by someone else than to 

work for the business of one's own family. 

171028CN(new) 

Many filmmakers made movie based on books. When a movie is produced based on 

books, some people prefer to read books before watching films, other people choose 

to watch movie first. What do you think? 

 

2016 年重点题 

161015CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree: young people should try many different kinds of jobs or 

career before they decide the long term career of their life. 

 

160702CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

Competition among friends usually has a negative effect on friendship. 

Use details and examples to support your opinion. 

 

160716CN (new) 
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Universities should spend more money on facilities (such as computer lab and 

technology in general) rather than on hiring some famous professors. 

 

160910CN（上午） (new) 

Do you agree or disagree: Internet should be like other services, such as roads, and 

government should provide it to the public with no cost. 

 

160703CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?  

People who develop many different skills are more successful than people who just 

focus on one skill only. 

 

160311CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

Students do reading by their own personality is as important as, or more important 

than reading assigned by teachers. 

 

160313CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: After high school, students 

should have at least one year to work or travel. It's better than attending university 

straight away. 

 

160528CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

Movies are worth watching only when they teach something about real life. 

 

160618CN (new) 

In order to be successful, a person must be open to new ideas and willing to change 

his or her mind. 

 

161217CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: children should spend most of 

their time on studying and playing, they shouldn’t be required to help family with 

household chores, such as cleaning and cooking. 

 

160910CN（下午）(new) 

Do you think the students should spend more time learning technology or music and 

art? 
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161211CN(new) 

Which of the following three activities do you prefer to do with a group of people 

rather than alone？ 

1. Eat a meal 

2. Listen to music  

3. Do homework 

 

160109CN(new) 

Some people think it is the best approach for students to learn if school start the day 

at an early time in the morning. But someone think the school should start the day at 

late time. Which one do you prefer? Use specific reasons and detailed examples to 

support your answer. 

 

160227CN(new) 

High school students should be required to study many different subjects at same 

time or they should study only three or four subjects at a time. 

 

160319CN(new) 

Students in a university club want to help others, but they can only choose one project 

a year, which one of the following is the best?  

A. Help those students in a nearby primary school with reading and mathematics; 

B. Help people who cannot afford to build or rent a home to build a house;   

C. Visit and assist elderly people with daily tasks. 

 

160625CN(new) 

The government can take a variety of actions to help protect the environment. Which 

one of the following do you think is the most important for the nation’s government 

to take to protect the environment. 

1. Fund the research to develop environmentally friendly energy sources such as solar 

and wind energy. 

2. Preserve the natural places like forests and protect the animals that live there. 

3. Enforce laws to prevent the pollution of air and water by large companies. 

 

160709CN(new) 

If you were offered two jobs, one has average paid and you work normal hours (40 

hours a week), the other one has much higher salary but you need to work long hours. 

Which one would you choose? And state your reasons. 
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160820CN(new) 

Taking a lot of time to make an important decision is viewed as a bad quality for a 

person to have. But now it’s considered as a good quality of a person. Do you agree 

or disagree with the statement? 

 

161105CN(new) 

University students are often encouraged to study fields in which significant job 

growth (a large increase in job opportunities) is expected; these fields currently include 

science, technology, engineering, and math, do you believe students should consider 

studying fields related to these subjects even if they are more interested in other 

subjects? Why or why not? 

 

161210CN(new) 

Do you agree or disagree: 

It is better to travel abroad to visit different countries when you are younger rather 

than when you are older. 

 

161022CN(new) 

Some teenagers took part in kinds of activities，such as musical classes, sports classes 

and so on, but others only focus on one activity which is important to them, which idea 

do you support, provide ideas and give some examples. 

 

161029CN(new) 

Do you agree or disagree: it is better to use your own knowledge and experience to 

solve problems than to ask other people for advice. 

 

 

2015 年重点题 

150116NA(new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the parents should let children make mistake and let 

them learn from their own mistake. 

 

151212CN(new) 

Many companies sell products or services but at the same time cause environmental 

damage. Someone said it can be stop by ask them to pay penalty, such as a higher tax 

when they cause the environmental damage. Others said there are better ways to stop 
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them from harming environment. What do you think is the best way to prevent the 

environment from deteriorating? 

151114CN(new) 

When parents cannot afford time to accompany with their children, they could choose 

to send their children to child-care center where many children are cared together; or 

they could send their children to an individual caregiver. Which one is better? 

150509CN(new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the statement? All university students should be 

required to take history courses no matter what field they study in. 

 

150110CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: All university students should 

take basic science courses regardless of their fields of study. 

 

150111CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The most important 

characteristics for a politician or leader is good communication ability. 

 

150307CN 

(A 卷)Some people think that it is an important part of a child’s education to go on 

field trips (for example, museums), other people think a child’s time is better spent 

learning in a classroom at school. What is your opinion? 

 

150314CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? More and more people are 

spending money on their pets unnecessarily when the money could be spent on 

something better. 

 

150328CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It's better to complete a 

project and then start another one than to do several things at the same time. 

 

150412CN 
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Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The government should 

spend money helping more people access the Internet instead of improving public 

transportation. 

 

150418CN 

Some people always follow their dreams even if the dreams are ambitious. Some think 

we should focus on achieving realistic goals. Which do you agree with? Why? 

 

150516CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? When people spend a lot of 

time watching sports on television or following their favorite team, does it have 

negative effects on their lives? 

 

150613CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It's better to spend money 

enjoying life like going on vacation than to save money for the future. 

 

150704CN (new) 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The best way for parents to 

teach their children about responsibility is to have them care for animals. 

 

150712CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? These days, children spend 

more time on doing homework or participating in organized activities related to 

school or sports. However, they should be given more time to do whatever they want. 

 

150830CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is important to have rules 

about the types of clothes that people wear in their workplace and at school. 

 

150905CN 

In order to attract more tourists, the government could either improve safety by hiring 

more police or improve its appearance by repairing old buildings and streets. Which 

way do you think is more effective? 
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150917CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

Grandparents cannot give useful advice to their grandchildren because the world of 

today and the world of 50 years ago are too different. 

 

151031CN 

Which one is the most important for teacher of high school? The ability to help 

students plan for their future; the ability to find the student who need the most help 

and to give that help; or the ability to encourage students to learn on their own 

outside of the classroom. 

 

151108CN 

school used to offer three after-class activities.1)sports 2)art 3)volunteering，but this 

year, school's extra money may only can offer one activity. Which one do you choose 

and why? 

 

151115CN 

The more money a person has, the more he or she should give away to the charities. 

 

151128CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

It is more important for the government to spend money on art museum and concert 

halls than on recreational facilities such as swimming pools and playgrounds. 

 

151129CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? One quality that a successful 

leader must have is to make decisions quickly; when a leader takes too much time to 

make decisions, he will be seen as inefficient to the people he leads. 

 

151220CN 

If you want to change one aspect to improve your health, which would you choose? 

Why? 

1. The kinds of food you eat 

2. The amount of the exercise you do 

3. The amount of the stress in your life 
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150606NA 

Agree or disagree: people nowadays spend much more time than they should using 

text messages and new technologies such as social media to communicate with each 

other. 

 

 

 

2014 年&2013 年重点题 

140301CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is often not a good thing for 

people to move to a new town or a new country because of the loss of old social 

connection. 

 

140621CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People who cannot accept the 

criticism from others will not be successful at working in a group. 

141018CN 

It is important for everyone to know about what happening all around the world even 

though the events have not affect our daily life.  

 

141026CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? As modern life gets more and 

more complex, it is essential for young people to have the ability to plan and organize. 

 

141102CN 

Do you agree with the following statement? People often buy products not because 

they really need them but because other people have them. 

 

141109CN 

When making major purchase (for example, car or laptop), our decisions can be 

influenced by different sources of information. Explain how each of the following 

sources of information can influence your decision.  

(1) Recommendations from friends or colleagues  
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(2) Information from media (for example, TV, magazines, newspapers)  

(3) Recommendations from sales person in the store 

 

141206CN 

（B 卷）Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Being creative is more 

important in finding the best solution to a problem than planning carefully. 

 

141213CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Students are more interested 

in politics than before. 

 

141214CN 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The way a person dresses 

reflects his/her characters. 

 

 

 

 

我们坚持前行，只因每一个留学梦想都值得认真对待，我们不懈努力，只因每

一次在线托付都无比珍贵。小站集左手名师，右手黑科技为一体的一站式智能学

习系统为你全新升级而来。筑梦成长，留学就选小站。 

最新全真模考，在线课程练习 top.zhan.com  
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